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Sharp
Shooters
The 4 Inf Bn won the team event in the
All Army rifle shooting competition held
recently in Kilworth. The team included
Capt Ian Harrington, Pte Ryan
O’Donoghue and Sgt Paul Walsh. They
also have the distinction of coming first,
second and third in the individual competition. Pictured (l-r) are: Capt Ian
Harrington, Sgt Maj Willie Scott, Lt Col
Des Bergen (OC 4 Inf Bn), Sgt Paul Walsh
and Pte Ryan O Donoghue. Photo: Capt
Ian Harrington.

Five in row

Green awareness
As we’re all being encouraged to become a little greener, the
energy awareness register was launched in DFTC last
October. Pictured at the launch are (l-r): Maj Gen Dave Ashe
(D COS Sp), Armn Bernie Lynch, Col Jim Foley (D Engr) and
Capt Sharon McManus (D Engr Office).

The gunners of 4 Fd Arty Regt, based in Columb
Bks, Mullingar were in a jubilant mood as they
retained the All Army Falling Plates title for the fifth
time in a row. In addition their pistol team came
third. Their combined scores assisted 4 W Bde in
securing the combined weapons cup. Pictured
front row (l-r): Cpl Alan Kelly, Gnr Lee Scally and
Sgt Maj Noel O’Callaghan (pistol team and coach).
Centre row (l-r): Bty Sgt Tommy Owens, Sgt Phil
Keegan (both pistol team), Gnr Anto McArdle, Cpl
Gerry Coyne, Gnr Paddy Dowdell and Bty Sgt Noel
Gibney. Back row (l-r): Sgt Gary Madden, Gnrs
Mark Mulvaney, Damien Reilly (pistol) Fergal
Reamsbottom, Lt Col Arthur Armstrong (OC 4 Fd
Arty Regt) Sgts Damien O’Keeffe and Martin
Quinn. Photo by: Sgt Barry McCarthy (HQ 1 S Bde).

At The
Races
Farewell
In October, Coy Sgt Barry Potts (DDFT)
retired from the Defence Forces. He joined
in 1977 having previously served in the
British Army. Throughout his career, Barry
served in the Ord Corps, the Observer Corps
and Reserve Forces. Since 2002 he worked
in the DDFT unitl he moved in early 2008 to
DHRMS. In appreciation of his service, Coy
Sgt Potts was presented with a pocket
watch by the staff of DDFT who wished him
a happy retirement. Photo by: Sgt Willie
Fitzgerald (DDFT).

Three in one

Chad Handover
In October and in the searing temperatures at Camp Ciara,
Goz Beida, 97 Inf Bn EUFOR TChad handed over the reigns
to the new 98 Inf Bn. Our photo shows Lt Col Kiernan
Brennan (OC 98 Inf Bn) taking over from Lt Col Paddy
McDaniels in a handover ceremony.

This year Capt Ciara Murray (Cdt Sch)
took part in the Diageo Punchestown
Charity Horse race, the final race of
the annual National Hunt Festival.
She raised a total of €4,500, which
goes to kidney research projects in
Ireland to enable chronically ill dialysis patients to lead a more fulfilling
life. Ciara wishes to thank all of her
Defence Forces colleagues for their
support, particularly GOC DFTC, all
DFTC messes, the Equit Sch, staff at
RACE, Kildare and the 37 Inf Gp KFOR
who all helped to raise money. Capt
Murray is seen here in the centre
wearing green and red.

Pictured here at Aras an Uactaráin on November 10th is a combined Army, Naval Service and Air Corps 100-man Guard of Honour on
the occasion of the state visit of the President of the Czech Republic, Mr Vaclav Klaus to Ireland. Photo by: Armn Billy Galligan.
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Top
Student

Bright
Spark

Congratulations to Capt
Jonathan Mills who was
awarded Best Student on the
18 Junior Command and
Staff course. Capt Mills is
seen here being presented
with the Director of Infantry
Sword by Chief of Staff, Lt
Gen Dermot Earley at the
ceremony in the DFTC in
October. Photo by: Armn
Billy Galligan.

Pictured in Collins Bks, Cork are (l/r):
Comdt R Hurley (4 Inf Bn), Mrs Breda
Clancy (IGDA), Mr Liam Lynch and his
guide dog ‘Yale’ and Sgt Maj Willie
Scott (4 Inf Bn).
Mr Lynch was in barracks to present a
copy of his book, entitled ‘A Stranger
to Darkness’ to the battalion. In his
book, Liam reflects on his life, how he
battled with blindness and his service
in the LDF. Photo by: Sgt Barry
McCarthy (HQ 1 S Bde).
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Taking the oath
On a fine day in Haulbowline in Septmeber, five Naval Cadets received their commissions in front of a large audience of family, friends and comrades. The five new Naval
Officers will now take up various appointments within the service.
Photo by: AB Davy Jones.
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Making History
L a st t hre e s t a rs pa ss ou t in M ona gha n B ks
Report by Sgt Rena Kennedy and
all photographs by Sgt Damien Faulkner
When members of the 45th Rec Pln commenced training earlier this
year with the 27 Inf Bn, little did they know that they would be making
history. The platoon began their military journey in Dundalk Bks and
when their recruit training was concluded they transferred to B Coy 27
Inf Bn in Monaghan Bks to complete their three star course. With the
announcement of the recent barrack closures in the last budget, this
platoon was destined to be the last trained there. Under the command
of Lt Martin Crumlish the platoon were presented with scrolls from
Col JJ O’Reilly (EO 2 E Bde), in front of family and friends on October
23rd. Twenty-eight troops having completed this arduous course have
now been posted to the various units throughout the brigade.
The units benefiting from the new blood are: 27, 5 Inf Bns, Equit
Sch, 2 Cav Sqn, 2 Fd Arty Regt and 2 LSB. Throughout their 11-week
course, Sgt Vaughan Callan and his team of NCOs put the young soldiers through their paces on tactical exercises, literally the length
and breadth of the country. The troops spent time in the Glen of
Imaal, being drilled on infantry tactics such as platoon in attack and
long range patrolling. Their internal security block was completed at
Fort Dún Rí in Co Donegal and closer to home at Bragan, were their
ambushes skills were rehearsed to perfection. They completed their
FIBUA training in Fort Davis, Cork harbour and during this phase,
half of the platoon travelled to Dublin to compete in the An Cosantóir
10k as members of battalion block, finishing in a comfortable second
place. A remarkable achievement for young soldiers in the middle of a
tactical exercise, where sleep deprivation is par for the course!
A special word of mention must go to Pte Moore (Best Shot), Pte
Cantwell (Best Recruit) and Pte Carton (Best Overall Soldier).
Finally, we wish the entire platoon the best of luck as they embark on
their chosen military careers.

Above: Pte Lee
Woods (5 Inf Bn) pictured with his grandfather Coy Sgt Larry
Woods (Retd) and his
father, Capt Paul
Woods (62 Res Fd
Arty Regt).
Above right: Lt
Martin Crumlish (27
Inf Bn) on parade
with his platoon.
Right: One for the
history books! The
last three-star
course to train in
Monaghan Bks.
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Col JJ O’Reilly (EO 2 E Bde) presents Pte Sinead Carolan (Equit Sch) from
Meath and the only female in the platoon with her scroll.

Gnr Eamon Fox (2 Fd Arty Regt) is seen here with his proud parents, Lt Col Sean
Fox (HQ 2 E Bde) and Mrs Mary Rose Fox.
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Gala Concert
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All Photographs by Armn Billy Galligan
On October 18th, the National Concert Hall opened
its doors for the Annual Gala Concert in aid of
Defence Forces Benevolent Fund and Soldiers Aid
Fund. This military musical night out is always a popular event in the calendar, which featured the bands
of the Defence Forces under the batons of Comdt
Mark Armstrong, Capt Declan Whitson and Lt Fergal
Carroll (DFSM). This year, sharing the stage with the
bands where, guest artist the Carlow Young Artists
Choir who sang ‘The Bohemian Girl’, ‘Oblivion’ and
‘The New Colonial’.
Also, as this year marks our 50 years of peacekeeping duties, the concert featured a
special tribute to our troops currently serving in overseas and to
the large number of veterans who
attended the concert. These tunes
included ‘Irischer Armee March’,
‘Abbaresque’ and ‘Knightsbridge’.
A special word of thanks to
the main sponsor, the Irish Blood
Transfusion Service and to
all the other sponsors, who
supported this year’s concert
which raises money for a worthy
cause!

Above: Pictured at the post concert
reception in Cathal Brugha Bks are
(l-r): Mr Andy Kelly (CEO IBTS),
Maura McGrath (Chairperson IBTS)
and Brig Gen Dennis Murphy (GOC 2
E Bde).
Far left: Mr Michael Howard (Sec
Gen DOD) and his wife, Mrs Ann
Howard.
Left: Ens Fiona Durcan (NSR) and
Capt Martin Durcan (62 Res MP Coy).
Below: The Carlow Young Artists
Choir on stage.
Bottom: The Defence Forces Band.
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ike all soldiers, Mick Dillon’s military career
began with recruit training, and in his case it was
with 1 Fd Arty Regt in Ballincollig, Co Cork in
1975. Mick had no previous connections with the
military and his interest in joining came from a family friend, Coy Sgt Mick Conway (Retd), an exTransport Corps member, who stirred his curiosity.
Mick said it was the case of, “making a decision on
Friday and joining on the Monday.”
Following recruits, Pte Dillon was posted to 3 Grn
Ord Coy, Collins Bks, Co Cork working in the orderly
room before receiving a posting in 1976 to Dublin to
2 Field Artillery Regiment, where he serves today
and which is always close to his heart.

L

On arrival in McKee Bks, Mick quickly settled into
his new unit and straight away embarked on a gunner’s course, where he learnt to master the Artillery
Corps’ 25 Pounder Field Gun and 120mm Heavy
Mortar over many hours of instruction and countless
qualifying day and night shoots in the Glen of Imaal
firing ranges.
It wasn’t long before Gnr Dillon looked to further
his career and applied for a Potential NCOs course.
In 1978 he headed to the Artillery School, McGee
Bks, Co Kildare for the six-month gruelling course,
which at the time also involved a number ones
course, which qualified young artillery NCOs to lead
a gun crew. On passing out, Cpl Dillon returned to

Sgt Maj Mick Dillon (2 Fd Arty Regt) is a seasoned gunner with over
33 years service notched up. He has attained the highest
rank a Non-Commissioned Officer can reach in
the Defence Forces and is preparing to
travel overseas in January 2009 as
99 Inf Bn’s Senior NCO to Chad.
Sgt Jenny O’Neill (COMO) interviewed
this dedicated soldier...
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McKee Bks and like most young NCOs was tasked
with training recruits.
Following a spell as an instructor, the lure of overseas caught Mick and in April 1980 he headed to
Lebanon with Mortar Troop 47 Inf Bn UNIFIL. On his
return, Mick was promoted to Sergeant in December
1980 and found himself training recruits again, followed by a stint of duty in Portloaise Prison. Over
the next few years, Sgt Dillon kept himself busy,
training both gunners and recruits in between holding an acting Battery Quartermaster appointment.

around Goma that swelled to over 800,000.
Mick said “the Irish contingent and the NGOs got
on very well in carrying out relief works in camps during these horrendous times”.
On his return from Rwanda, Mick completed a
Mountaineering First Aid Course and back in regiment returned to stores, managing and gaining vital
experience on the units’ Ordnance, Technical, Barrack
Services, Rations and Clothing accounts.
In 1997, Mick travelled to Bosnia with SFOR, the
first time Irish troops served on a UN-mandated
NATO/PfP mission. During the seven-month tour, Bty
QMS Dillon was based at Camp Butmir in Sarajevo
and worked in a multi-national contingent, that includ“Mick is just gunnery mad. If you
ed Irish, Spanish, Italian, American, Turkish and
British troops. Mick worked mainly with the Spanish
need anything, Mick is the man to
and Italians and he controlled Irish and NATO equipask and I’ve really enjoy working
ment deployed throughout the mission area.
Back home again Mick was acting Battery
with him over the years and he is
Sergeant with 18 Bty where he organised the regimena real good friend. I must admit
tal duties rosters, organising training and administration for the entire battery.
I’m a bit jealous that he is the
In 2000, Mick headed overseas with UNTAET in
Major and I’m not.”
East Timor as the unit’s CQMS. Though the Irish
Bty Sgt Frank O’Connor
troops where based in East Timor, Mick was based in
Darwin, Northern Australia for the four-month tour.
At this point in his career he decided that it was
In 1983 Mick married his childhood sweetheart,
time to look for greener pastures after 27 years with
Linda and he settled at home for a while turning his regiment. He moved to 2 LSB and took up a CQMS
attention to sport where he completed a Rowing and appointment, yet was still based in McKee Bks. While
Weight and Circuit Training Instructors course,
he had a wealth of logistical experience at unit level,
before a second stint in Portlaoise. He travelled to
both at home and overseas, Mick saw this move as an
Lebanon again in 1985 and on his return completed a opportunity to experience working in logistics at a
Senior NCOs course. Apart from the obvious milihigher unit level.
tary instruction in drill, tactics, military law and
In January 2004, Mick was promoted to BQMS 2
administration it was also an opportunity for Mick to LSB and moved to Cathal Brugha Bks. His new job
catch up with colleagues he had met at home and
meant working closely with 2 E Bde HQ Staff and the
abroad over the years.
various brigade units along with Logs Base Curragh.
In 1988, Sgt Dillon returned to Portloaise where
It also gives him a good insight into the various
the increase in shift allowances from £1.50 to £9 was Combat Support and Combat Service Support eletoo attractive. As Mick said, ‘everyone now volunments of 2 LSB. They included Engineers, Ordnance,
teered for Portlaoise!’
Transport and Medical specialists who supported the
In October that year, just before his third trip
Brigade Combat units in achieving their mission at
overseas with the 64 Inf Bn UNIFIL, Mick became the home and overseas.
first man in his unit to be awarded An Bonn Dea
Iompairthe (The Good Conduct Medal).
Between 1989 and 1992, Mick completed a General
Quartermaster, Drivers and CQMS course and this
“I remember the day back in 1976,
coupled with his three years stores experience
resulted in his promotion to Battery Quartermaster.
when Mick, Anto Gallagher and
Overseas beckoned again, not Lebanon, but a
myself joined the regiment. The
new mission that had just been advertised for
Africa. At the time and in response to the worsening
camaraderie between us then is
crisis in Rwanda, the Irish government sent a Irish
still the same today.”
Rwandan Support Group on a four-month tour
from August to December 1994. This contingent
Bty QMS Tony Bridgeman
of military logistical specialists, working as
civilians, provided relief to the refugees
fleeing the conflict. BtyQMS Dillon
worked in the aerial logistical secMick headed overseas again with the NSE 93 Inf
tion, based in Goma Airport,
Bn, UNMIL to Liberia. Throughout his numerous misDRC, just over the Zairean
sions abroad he has seen a vast improvement over his
Border. His job was unload25 years in the conditions and equipment of Irish
ing the relief planes and
troops. Compared to his first time in Lebanon in 1980,
storing the supplies
when soldiers carried FN rifles and drove around in
before they were
Panhard APCs, today’s Defence Forces personnel are
transported to the
equipped and trained on par and in most cases better
refugee camps
that some of best modern armies of the world.
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Mick Dillon pictured
with two colleagues
while serving with
IRSG in Rwanda;
and (bottom) with a
group of local
workers.

“I worked with Mick for ten years
in the battery stores. Mick taught
me the tricks of the trade and I
always loved when he came up and
said there was a small job, lasting
an hour, but five hours later, we’d
be still going.”
Bty QMS Johnny Meleady

In August 2007 Mick was promoted Sergeant Major
in his old unit, 2 Field Artillery Regiment, reaching the
pinnacle of his career. As the unit Sergeant Major, he
is the linchpin between the unit officers, its NCOs
and the gunners, giving leadership, guidance and
advice when required.
As the senior NCO, his job also entails administration and assistance in training and ceremonial
duties. He oversees that discipline, dress and drill are
of the highest standard and instilled in all ranks a professional and work like attitude, coupled with a sense
of esprist de corps and camaraderie in all things the
regiment stands for and believes in.
A career soldier, Mick still finds time for himself
and his family. He is a regular hill walker, cyclist and
swimmer. He is fortunate to have a caring and considerate wife Linda, who has always been tolerant of his
hectic career, especially when he spends a lot of early
mornings and late evenings in barracks or on the
ground. He adores his two kids, Sean, 25 a professional footballer with Dundee United and Niamh, 21 who
is studying hair and beauty in college.
Another little known fact is that Sgt Maj Dillon has
being for many years a member of the Irish United
Nations Veteran Association (IUNVA). He is currently
their National Treasurer and Chairman of Post No1
Arbour Hill. Mick really enjoys working with IUNVA,
looking out for ex-servicemen and women less fortunate than himself and he would encourage serving
soldiers to join.
Summing up, Sgt Maj Mick Dillon has achieved a
lot during his career and is still passionate about his
job today. He is looking forward to his imminent posting to Chad and is currently assisting Lt Col Joe
McDonagh (OC 99 Inf Bn) in putting the unit through
pre-deployment training. He is as a Senior NCO up to
the challenge in pushing the Defence Forces in our
service at home and abroad, with better training
methods and state of the art equipment. More importantly, he considers himself the luckiest gunner in the
Artillery Corps, in charge of one of the best units in
the Defence Forces.■
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A career soldier, Mick
still finds time for
himself and his family. He is a regular hill
walker, cyclist and
swimmer. He is fortunate to have a caring
and considerate wife
Linda, who has
always been tolerant
of his hectic career,
especially when he
spends a lot of early
mornings and late
evenings in barracks
or on the ground.
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The First World War affected the landscape in
many ways. Besides the architecture of war such
as barracks, aircraft hangars and training grounds
the impact on society caused by awesome
destructive power of the conflict is evident in the
many military cemeteries dating from the period close
to the now infamous battlefields. Although fought on
continental Europe this war also left its mark on the
Irish landscape, in the form of military graves located
throughout this country.
Ireland’s violent transition to independence was set
against the backdrop of its involvement in the largest
conflict the world had ever seen, and one, which radicalised many elements of Irish society. Some saw the
Great War as a way of gaining a form of national semiindependence while others used the distraction of the
war to break the link with England entirely.
Even before the outbreak of war in 1914, many
Irishmen of the two main religious and political traditions on this island were already radicalised by the
issue of Home Rule, and had formed into two large
private armies: the loyalist Ulster Volunteer Force
(UVF), who where totally opposed to the introduction
of Home Rule, and the southern-based nationalist
Irish Volunteers, who were formed to defend Home
Rule. Both sides armed and prepared for the possibility of civil war and when the British government promised both sides the fulfilment of their political agendas as a reward for their participation in the war the
members of both organisations joined up with the
British Army in the hundreds of thousands. Of the
180,000 members of the Irish Volunteers formed in 1913
approximately 170,000 broke away to support the Irish
Parliamentary Party agenda and formed the National
Volunteers, signing up for the war in huge numbers
and going on to fight in many of the war’s biggest battles under the banner of the 16th Irish Division. These
men believed they were doing great things for Ireland,
as did the thousands of UVF members who fought in
the war as the 36th Ulster Division.
Thousands more Irishmen served in other, nonIrish, regiments and many still rest in those foreign
lands where they fell. In one of those terrible
ironies of history those who
returned from the war having
done what they considered
their duty to assist the bringing
in of Home Rule found a greatly
changed state and found themselves branded as traitors.
Many found no difficulty
buying into the new republican
political agenda that had come
to hold sway. After the 1916
Rebellion and the declaration

T

of a republic in Ireland by the remainder of the Irish
Volunteers, soldiers fighting in the war for the original political prize saw the goalposts moved.
Thousands of veterans of the war, including people
such as Tom Barry and Emmet Dalton, returned to join
the Irish Republican Army and fight against the
British for the Republic. These men would later split
on the issue of the Anglo-Irish Treaty and fight each
other in the Civil War of 1922-23. The split in the IRA
at the outset of the Civil War had a tremendous
impact on the emerging Irish army. During the Civil
War the new army expanded to 55,000 men and it is
possible that up to 50% of these were ex-British soldiers. Veterans like General Emmet Dalton, General
WRE Murphy, Col James Fitzmaurice and many others helped to professionalise and conventionalise the
army during and after the Civil War.
One of those pioneering Irish soldiers was
Company Sergeant Major Martin Doyle, who had
joined the British army prior to the war and was one
of 29 Irish Victoria Cross winners. After receiving his
medal in 1919 he returned to Ireland and joined the
IRA, serving as an intelligence officer in mid-Clare
throughout the War of Independence (1920-21). He
was one of those soldiers who transcended the period
by serving in the British army during the Great War,
then with the IRA fighting against the British, spending long periods on the run, and then serving with the
National Army, against the IRA during the Civil War,
and later during the Emergency. For all his service to
Ireland, Coy Sgt Maj Martin Doyle is remembered
only for his service in the Great War and is buried
under a British military headstone in Grange Gorman
Cemetery, as are many other Irishmen.
The cemetery on Blackhorse Avenue, Dublin, was
the principle site for war-graves for the years 19141921, incorporating those who died during the First
World War and the War of Independence.
The First World War left an everlasting legacy that
still has immense significance and resonance in many
countries around the world. The 90th anniversary of the
ending of ‘the War to End Wars’ and the millions who
fought and died in the conflict were commemorated in
many countries on November 11th. People all over the
world made their way to ceremonies held at monuments and graveyards. Many others in this anniversary
year will tour the famous battlefields and the poignant
memorials scattered throughout historic landscapes.
While many Irish families felt the impact of the
war its legacy has been blurred in this country by
post-independence troubles and our subsequent history. Ireland paid a high price in human costs with
huge numbers lost, or who returned home, in many
cases disturbed, traumatised or injured, to a land full
of indifference and hostility.

In this the 90th anniversary of the ending of the Great
War 1914-18, Armn Michael Whelan MA (Curator, Air
Corps Museum) reflects on how it impacted on Ireland
and where the Irish dead are buried.

IRELAND’S

Grange Gorman Cemetery and
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Of the estimated
250,000 Irish soldiers
who served in the
British forces during
the Great War somewhere between 35,000
and 50,000 are thought
to have died, although
some historians
consider this a
conservative figure.

Many thousands of
Irishmen served in
English regiments or
with other armies
including the USA‘s,
New Zealand‘s,
Australia’s and
Canada’s, and those
who perished abroad
are buried near to
where they fell.

Nationalities represented by the 5,700
Commonwealth and
international soldiers,
sailors and airmen
buried in Ireland from
both world wars
include Irish, British,
Australian, New
Zealand, Italian,
Belgian, Norwegian,
Dutch, Japanese,
Chinese, Russian,
Austrian, German,
American, Canadian,
and others.
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Of the 5,700 soldiers, sailors and airmen from over
20 nations who are buried in Irish soil as a result of
both world wars, at least 3,800 of these date from the
Great War. These burials are dispersed throughout
740 separate burial grounds with 500 of them in the
Irish Free State and 240 in Northern Ireland.
Of 2,600 war graves located in the Irish Free State,
over 900 were concentrated in 12 military cemeteries,
the largest being Grange Gorman, which replaced
Arbour Hill Cemetery in 1876 as the main burial
ground for military personnel and their families. The
number of military graves in the 12 military cemeteries
recorded by the Commonwealth War Graves
Commission on the handover of the state that referred
to the period 1914-1921 showed that Grange Gorman
held 613, the Curragh 103, Cork 83, Limerick’s King
Island 39, Fermoy 22, Ballincollig 10, Tralee 10, Royal
Hospital Kilmainham 8, Fort Carlisle 5, Cahir 4, Birr 3,
and the Royal Hibernian Military School 1. Other
cemeteries also held many graves, including Dean’s
Grange, Dublin, which held 75 graves. Other remains
in smaller or isolated areas such as King George V
Hospital (now St Bricin’s Hospital), Dublin Castle,
Portobello Barracks, Trinity College ,and others, were
disinterred and reburied in Grange Gorman later.
Of the estimated 250,000 Irish soldiers who served
in the British forces during the Great War somewhere
between 35,000 and 50,000 are thought to have died,
although some historians consider this a conservative
figure.
Many thousands of Irishmen served in English regiments or with other armies including the USA‘s, New
Zealand‘s, Australia’s and Canada’s, and those who
perished abroad are buried near to where they fell.
Nationalities represented by the 5,700
Commonwealth and international soldiers, sailors and
airmen buried in Ireland from both world wars include
Irish, British, Australian, New Zealand, Italian,
Belgian, Norwegian, Dutch, Japanese, Chinese,
Russian, Austrian, German, American, Canadian, and
others. Of the estimated 106 British army graves dating from the 1916 Rising in Dublin approximately a
third of these were from Irish regiments. Many of those
killed in the fighting in the Rising, English and Irish, as
well as many others who died during the War of
Independence are buried in Grange Gorman Cemetery.
One of the biggest clusters of military graves, 145
in all, to be found in the cemetery comes from those
who perished on the RMS Leinster, which was sunk
by German U-boat U-123 an hour out from Kingstown
Harbour (Dun Laoghaire) on October 19th 1918. Of the
770 people on board 530 were lost including 340 out of
approximately 490 military personnel from Ireland,
England, the US, Canada, Australia and New Zealand
who were either mobilising or returning to the war
after leave when disaster struck.
Grange Gorman Military Cemetery is a microcosm
of the international representation of war dead in
Ireland. Those buried in this cemetery and elsewhere
probably had no inkling as they grew up and went
about their lives that one day they would become part
of the major seismic event that was the Great War.
They had no sense or idea that they would one day
wear a uniform and take part in a conflict and perish,
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never envisioning their final resting places in Ireland.
These people once walked the earth like you and I:
they had their hopes and dreams, and families who
loved them, but war intervened. Their headstones
mark their final resting place, far from home. They
also remind us of one of the major formative events
of world history and the human cost paid by those
ordinary individuals who found themselves caught up
in those convulsive and turbulent times.
Total
C en t r a l
Pow e rs
Austria-Hungary
Germany
Turkey
Bulgaria

WWI Casualties
P op u M obili se d
D ea d
l a t i on
52m
7.8m
1.2m
67m
11m
1.8m
2.8m
320,000
1.2m
90,000

A ll i e s
France
Britain
British Empire
Russia
Italy
USA

36.5m
46.m
2.7m
164m
37m
93m

8.4m
6.2m
170,000
12m
5.6m
4.3m

1.4m
740,000
1.7m
460,000
115,000

RIGHT ON

Grange Gorman Cemetery, Blackhorse Avenue, Dublin 7,
is open all year round from 10am-4pm. For further details,
ring +353 1 8213021 or check out www.heritageireland.ie

TARGET
The story of ex-British soldiers serving in the Irish Army
(1913-24) will be the subject of a new book by Michael
Whelan to be published in early 2009.
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The Energy Register
is intended to assist
Installation
Commanders and
their logistics staff
with energy management in their
own barracks/
posts/camps. It will
be a key information-gathering tool,
which will comprehensively analyse
energy usage
throughout the
Defence Forces.
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n October 10th, Maj Gen Dave Ashe (D COS Sp)
launched the Defence Forces Energy Register to
a packed UNTSI auditorium in the Military
College, Curragh Camp. Those present included
Barrack/Installation Commanders (or their representatives) who all received a hard copy and CD ROM of
the register and Mr Brian Motherway (CEO Suitable
Energy Ireland) who was lending his support for the
new Defence Forces wide energy awareness scheme.
Speaking at the launch, Mr Motherway expressed
the need for exemplar standards to be set by the
Public Service in the area of Energy Management and
acknowledged that managing the multi-installation
profile of the Defence Forces was a challenge. He
stressed the governmental obligations and targets,
which the Defence Forces are obliged to meet. These
include a reduction in energy usage of 33% below
2005 levels by 2020.
In line with this, the Defence Forces has set a target of achieving a 3% reduction in energy usage each
year from 2009 until 2020, culminating in an overall
reduction in energy usage of 33% in 2020 below usage
levels in 2005. It is also proposed to introduce basic
renewable energy technologies, where feasible, in
each installation, and to conduct feasibility studies
into the widespread integration of renewable technologies across the Defence Forces.
There are 30 military installations throughout the
country ranging in size and function, each having its
own specific and unique energy use profile. The functions range from space heating and services for
hangars, dockyards and workshops as well as conventional buildings, providing the full range of services required for Army, Naval Service and Air Corps
operations and training.
Maj Gen Ashe during the launch re-emphasised
that, ‘…it is the intention of the General Staff that the
Defence Forces will be to the fore in the implementation of Government Policy in the area of Energy
Management’. He went on to say that, ‘the Defence
Forces is committed to responsible energy conservation and management throughout all its installations’.
The Defence Forces Energy Register is the first of
two registers that the Corps Of Engineers will produce in 2008/09, the second being its own Corps of
Engineers Energy Register. This is a technical register currently under development by the Defence
Forces Energy Management Team and it will be implemented in 2009.
The Energy Register is intended to assist
Installation Commanders and their logistics staff
with energy management in their own
barracks/posts/camps. It will be a key informationgathering tool, which will comprehensively analyse
energy usage throughout the Defence Forces.
In short, if we can’t measure it, we can’t understand it and we can’t control it! The register is
focused on achieving general energy awareness
among military personnel and on simple housekeeping ‘no-cost/low-cost’ measures, which can in their
own right can significantly reduce our energy usage.
The register is based on existing command structures, appointments and SOPs, that are already in
place throughout the Defence Forces, utilising existing duties to their full potential. There are a number
of key features contained within the register that will
help commanders manage energy, such as, a comprehensive list of projects and initiatives which can be
implemented by installations, a training schedule and
a glossary, which includes relevant websites and

O
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publications. There is also a section dedicated to
auditing the Defence Forces Energy Programme,
detailing the internal and external auditing process.
This will ensure that the programme is maintained to
the highest standards.
The Defence Forces Energy Register has been
produced in line with guidelines set by SEI, and is
based on IS393, which is the Irish National Standard
for Energy Management. Combined with the Corps of
Engineers Energy Register all the necessary steps
will be in place to ensure an effective, energy efficient
future for the Defence Forces. A genuine commitment
to energy saving is vital to the success of any energy
management efforts. The Defence Forces has shown
its commitment - its now time for each of us to contribute to achieving our targets.■

Following the launch of the Defence
Forces Energy Register, Capt Sharon
McManus (Defence Forces Energy
Manager) outlines its importance
and the challenges ahead in playing
our part in energy management
throughout the Defence Forces…

Defence Forces
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Meeting the
Energy Challenge
An Cosantóir Information Articles
and Poster Competition

Pictured at the Launch of the
Defence Forces Energy Register
are (l-r): Maj Gen Dave Ashe (D
COS Sp) ,Col Jim Foley (Dir
Engr), Capt Sharon McManus
(Defence Forces Energy
Manager) and Armn Bernard
Lynch (Asst Defence Forces
Energy Manager).

orces Energy Register

There’s a lot of media coverage these days about
climate change and our carbon footprints, CO2
emissions and reducing energy usage, wood pellet
boilers, geothermal systems, energy saving light
bulbs and frankly a lot of it can be confusing and in
some cases even misleading. At this point, whether
you believe in climate change or peak oil or not, the
reality is that CO2 emissions are on the increase.
The Earth’s atmosphere is getting warmer and oil
has seen costs as high as €130 a barrel and in time
could go get higher!
Well, if you don’t know your wood-chips from
your wood pellets or your CFLs from your LEDs
then this is the article for you! Over the coming
months a member of the Corps of Engineers will
write a factual about energy issues. These articles
will take an aspect of energy, either technical or
socio-economic and attempt to explain the facts in
an easy to understand and objective way. Opinions,
comments and questions are invited from readers
and of course suggestions or requests for future
topics to be covered in this general area are welcome. There is a broad range of expertise in Energy
Management and Efficiency in the Defence Forces
and these articles are a way of sharing that information for the benefit of all.
The first article will cover insulation - types,
properties, advantages and disadvantages of certain types of insulation, points to note when fitting
insulation and most importantly what you need to
ask when you go to your local building supplier.
In the meantime this is also a chance to get your
families involved in the Defence Forces Energy
Efficiency Campaign. We need new, original and interesting Energy Awareness Posters to display throughout the Defence Forces, at home, overseas and at sea!
We are looking for posters designed by your children
to use in the next part of the campaign.The posters
should depict scenes from Defence Forces Life as well
as Energy Efficiency/Management aspects.
The three best posters chosen and will be digitally enhanced and printed. The artist’s name will be
included on the poster and the winners will each
receive a Nintendo Wii Console. Upper age limit for
entry is 15 years on January 1st 2009 and the judge’s
decision is final. Closing date for entries: January
5th 2009.

THE ENVIRONMENT
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Please send completed entries to:
Defence Forces Energy Management Section,
Corps of Engineer Section,
Office of Deputy Chief of Staff (Support),
Defence Forces Headquarters,
McKee Bks, Blackhorse Ave, Dublin 7.
For information on the competition or the article in
general please contact,
sharon.mcmanus@defenceforces.ie
or
bernard.lynch@defenceforces.ie.
Tel: 01-8046021/6722.
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gt Sinead Wearen originally from Dundalk joined
the Defence Forces in 1994 and completed her
recruit training in Gormanston Camp. On passing
out, her platoon moved to the 27 Inf Bn, Aiken
Bks, Dundalk for her three-star course and after that
Pte Stanley (maiden name) was posted to A Coy 27
Inf Bn. Her duties involved manning checkpoints and
patrols along the border. In 1995 Sinead embarked on
her first overseas mission to Lebanon with 77 Inf Bn.
“This was an opportunity to see the world and a great
experience” Sinead remarks, as she was only 19
years of age.
On return her to Aiken Bks in 1996, Pte Stanley
completed a weapon’s course, qualifying her on the
60mm and 81mm Mortars, the 7.62mm GPMG SF and
the .5 HMG, which was another step up the ladder and
now Sinead felt like she was really soldiering. In 1997,
she ventured back overseas with the 81 Inf Bn UNIFIL.
In 1998, Sinead felt she needed a change and

S

In this article, Sgt Jenny O’Neill
(COMO) speaks to Sgt Sinéad
Wearen (DFHQ CIS Coy) on her
career to date…
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applied for a transfer to AHQ Sigs Coy (now DFHQ
CIS Coy). On joining, Pte Stanley joining the unit was
sent on an Aerial Riggers course in the CIS Sch,
DFTC, Curragh Camp.
On this five-week course, Sinead spent most of her
time in the air, rigging and learning how to safely erect
telecommunication masts and the proper installation of
radio antennas and microwave dishes. This was soon
followed by a six-month Communication Operators
course, again in DFTC, where she qualified as a radio
operator, and passed her ECDL computer licence.
Sinead got the overseas bug again in 1999 and travelled
back to Lebanon, serving with UNIFIL HQ in Naqoura.

28/11/2008
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Sinead again wanting to further her career applied
a course in Information Technology Support. It started
in 2000 and Sinead spent her time split between
Dundalk Institute of Technology and her ‘on-the-job’
training with IT Section, DFHQ CIS Coy. A year later
she had qualified as a network administrator, along
with receiving a certificate in IT Support form college.
In August 2001, Sinead gave birth to her first child
Tiernan and following maternity leave, she completed
a Potential NCOs course with 2 E BTC in Cathal
Brugha Bks in 2002. This 19-week long course is one of
the toughest course a soldier will ever undertaken and
for Sinead it was she admits hard at the time to stay
focusd on the course, especially when you have to
leave a child at home with family. But she completed
the course and new-promoted Cpl Stanley was posted
back to her unit and continued to enhance her IT
skills.
After completing a Standard NCO course, Sinead
became acting Sergeant Stanley in her unit. In June
2004, Sinead gave birth to her second child, Brónagh
and made the hard decision in 2005 to travel overseas
for her fourth trip, this time to Kosovo. When she
returned to her family and work in 2006, A/Sgt Sinead
Stanley tied the knot on April 27th on the Tropical
Caribbean Island of St Lucia, marrying her partner
Sgt Terry Wearen, also of DFHQ CIS Coy.
With a positive attitude to her family and her
career, Sinead took on another challenge, which
would test her both physically and mentally. A week
after her honeymoon, Sinead competed in her first
triathlon that involved a gruelling a 500m swim, 20k
cycle and a 5k run. Throughout 2006, Sinead competed
in many triathlons, mostly at weekend and at the same
time looked after a young family, with her son Tiernan,
who is autistic. She also continued her IT training and
qualified as an Technical Grade 6 IT Technician, the
highest attainable in the CIS Corps.
In February 2007 she was promoted Sergeant and
embarked on an intensive personal training regime
in preparation for the 2007 UK Iron Man. She trained
everyday, incorporating periods of long distance running, cycling and hundreds of lengths in the swimming pool. Apart from the training, she had to compete in a series of pre-qualifying triathlons in order

to get a place on the Iron Man. This gruelling
triathlon is one of the toughest endurance sporting
events in the world and it is for the faint hearted!
Competitors must in open water, swim 3.8k, cycle
180k on road and after that, run a 42k run, the equivalent of a marathon distance. Not daunted by the
race day that August, Sinead took it all in her stride
and finished in an amazing time 14 hours and 25
minutes. Sinead said “this was one of the most
intense and physically demanding challenges I ever
undertook so far and I was delighted just to finish
the race”.
There is just no stopping this woman and only two
weeks after the Iron Man, she took part in the Lost
Sheep half Iron Man race in Kenmare, Co Kerry. She
completed the race in just over six hours, improving
on her time. After the race, Sinead took a welldeserved rest and spent some quality time with her
family before her winter triathlon training started.
Sgt Stanley’s love for sport overlapped in her military career, when she completed the Physical Training
Leaders course in Cathal Brugha Bks. This she hopes
will be a stepping-stone for her to eventually
progress onto the Physical Training Supervisors and
the Physical Training Instructors courses.
In 2008, Sinead competed in the European
Triathlon Championships in Portugal and she is
preparing to take part in half marathon in Groon’s
Port, Bangor, Co Down shortly. Next year she is on
track to qualify for the World Triathlon
Championships in Australia and is also hoping to
secure a place on the Iron Man in Germany.
But Sinead has a bigger personal goal she hopes
to achieve in 2011. It has being her long time dream to
take part in the Marathon De Sable, 243k endurance
run in the Sahara Desert. At the moment she is on a
waiting list and will find out in 2010 if she gets a
place, as only 230 Ireland and UK competitors are
selected.
At just 32 years of age Sgt Wearen has achieved
an immense amount as a mother, as a soldier and as a
sportswoman. She is an example for all Defence
Forces personnel in that if you put your mind to it,
with hard work and determination, you can have a
family, a career and a life of your own.■
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n Saturday, November 8th in
Merrion Square, Dublin,
President Mary McAleese attended the dedication of a National
Memorial to members of Óglaigh na
hÉireann (Defence Forces) who have
died in the service of Ireland. Also in
attendance were An Taoiseach Mr
Brian Cowen TD, Minister for
Defence Mr Willie O’Dea TD, Dublin’s
Lord Mayor Cllr Eibhlin Byrne and
Chief of Staff, Lt Gen Dermot Earley
along with families and comrades of
the deceased and members of
IUNVA, ONET and ARCO.
This new memorial named An Dún
Cuimhneacháin and translates literally as The Memorial Fort was created
by the world-renowned Irish artist
Brian King. It depicts four members of
the Defence Forces - a soldier, sailor,
airman and a reservist cast in bronze,
standing guard over an eternal flame
that emanates from a Defence Forces
badge, all enclosed in glass panels.
The memorial is a pyramid shape
design and made primarily of granite

O

Above: President McAleese lays a wreath at the new memorial
(extreme right opposite page).
Right: The eternal flame
Inset: Pictured at the new memorial are (l-r): Ollie O’Connor
(CEO ONET), Willie Webb (PDFORRA) and Jim Nolan (Nat
Pres ONET).
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slabs resting on a steel frame. It is
located in a quiet area of Archbishop
Ryan’s Park, Merrion Square West,
opposite Government Buildings.
In a press release to mark the dedication, Minister for Defence, Mr
Willie O’Dea noted that, ‘Nations
across the World recognise and
remember the sacrifices made by
members of their Defence Forces
who have died in service with
National Memorials such as the
Cenotaph in London or Arlington
Cemetery in Washington. These
memorials serve to remind the public
of the ultimate sacrifice made by
those in uniform. Now Ireland will
have a permanent memorial in a
prominent position in our nation’s
capital where we can all honour and
remember those who gave their lives
for Ireland and the global community.’
The day, November 8th was chosen as the dedication date as it is the
anniversary of the Niemba Ambush,
when nine soldiers were killed in 1960,
while serving overseas with the

An
Dún
Cuimh
DEDICATION OF NEW MEMO
All photographs by Armn
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NEW MEMORIAL
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United Nations in the Congo.
A special word of thanks to the
Archbishop of Dublin, Dr Diarmuid
Martin for granting permission for
the memorial to be located in
Archbishop Ryan’s Park and also to
Dublin City Council for the assis-

tance during the entire project.
It is hoped that the memorial’s location and design will provide a place of
peaceful remembrance and reflection,
where families and members of the
Defence Forces can remember their
loved ones and fallen comrades.■

uimhneacháin
W MEMORIAL TO OUR DEAD

phs by Armn Billy Galligan
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In 2008 the Naval
Service commenced
an upgrade of its
ships’ weapons
systems. In this
feature S/Lt
Elizabeth Barrett
(Gunnery Offr LÉ
Aoife) outlines the
end of an era with
the replacement of
the Gambo 20mm
cannon with the
new Rheinmetall
cannon…
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he 20mm Gambo cannon has been employed on
Naval Service vessels since 1987, with the first fitted onto LÉ Emer in that year, followed by LÉ
Aoife and LÉ Aisling in 1989. On April 16th this
year, LÉ Aoife’s gunnery crew fired the last round from
its Gambo cannon before it was decommissioned as
part of a fleet standardisation programme established
under the guidance of Cdr O’Donnell (OiC Flotilla) to
‘project manage’ the changeover from the Gambos
and the 0.5” HMGs on the coastal patrol vessels
(CPVs) to the Rheinmetall 20mm cannons.
This project was cross departmental, with elements from Operations Command, Support
Command and the Naval College. The new weapons
were sourced and imported from the German Navy
and prepared by Naval Ordnance and Naval Dockyard
sections for installation onboard LÉ Emer, LÉ Aisling,
LÉ Aoife, LÉ Orla (ongoing) and LÉ Ciara (ongoing),
while the Naval College ran numerous courses to
train and qualify all seamen gunners in the new
weapon.

T

The Gambo Cannon
The 20mm Gambo gun, which was designed for use
against air and surface target and is operated by one
person, has a fire selector that allows three modes,
‘safe’, ‘automatic’ and ‘single shot’. In automatic firing, the weapon is fired during counter-recoil and
floats in its cradle, thereby greatly reducing recoil
forces.
Surface safety rules were developed so that live-

firing practices could take place at sea in a safe and
efficient manner. The live-firing surface safety rules
are diagrammatically explained below and apply to all
surface firing practices onboard Naval Service ships.
The Final Shot
On March 31st, LÉ Aoife left on a routine patrol from
the Naval Base with a cargo of over 3,000 rounds of
20mm Gambo ammunition to expend. Included, as
part of her overall mission was the task of carrying
out live-firing exercises to expend the Gambo ammunition, while at the same time improving the fighting
efficiency of her gun crew.
Each evening on April 2nd - 4th and 15th, after a
series of successful boarding operations, the ship’s
crew closed up for ‘Action Stations’ to conduct surface shoots using static floating targets. Each shoot
took two to three hours to allow the gun crews to
expend the large quantities of ammunition.
On April 15th, LÉ Aoife was given special permission to go below her ammunition warrant and fire off
her remaining 20mm Gambo ammunition, which would
bring the ship’s and the Naval Service’s stocks to a nil
balance. The following day, in gale force winds and
rough seas off the southwest coast, L/Sea Malcolm
Meade, the ship’s gunnery NCO, fired the last 73
rounds from LÉ Aoife’s port Gambo.
On April 21st, while on refit at the Naval Dockyard,
the ship’s port and starboard Gambos were removed,
thus marking the end of a naval gunnery era and nearly 20 years of reliable service.

Taking Aim
NAVAL WEAPONS UPGRADE

L/Sea Meade ready
to test fire the
20mm Rheinmetall
cannon.
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The 20mm Rheinmetall Cannon
On May12th, two new 20mm Rheinmetall cannons
were fitted onboard LÉ Aoife. The Rheinmetall is a
precision weapon, which gives a high rate of accurate
fire. It is capable of engaging both air and surface targets, and the special design of the mount allows the
firer to remain in an upright position during all firing
elevations. The weapon has a three-way belt feeder,
enabling the gunner to select different types of
ammunition during firing by means of a simple
changeover mechanism. The weapon sight consists of
a simple mechanical sight and optical sight, both with
parallelogram. The weapon’s five main components
are: the barrel assembly; weapon housing; three-way
belt feeder; recoil brake and linkage; and the recuperator mechanism and the ejector.
On May 28th, LÉ Aoife, with Naval Ordnance
Section and Naval College staff onboard, departed
Cork Harbour to carry out commissioning tests on the
Rheinmetalls. The weapon training, elevation stops
and overall integrity were checked and tested during
a live-firing shoot off the south coast. All tests,
weapons and ammunition proved successful, much to
the delight of the ship’s gunnery staff. ■

NAVAL SERVICE
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O/Sea Donovan engages the target
during a 20mm GAMBO live firing
practice off the West Coast.

Characteristics
Calibre:
Rate of fire (Approx):
Muzzle Velocity:
Rifling:
Chamber:
Lengths of recoil:
Feed:
Maximum range:
Maximum effective range:
Greatest firing range:
Training limits (Approx):
Training rate:
Elevation limits:
Elevation rate:
Fire Control System:
Mode of operation:
Method of Cooling:
Number of main
components:
Weight of gun and
mounting (Approx):
Ammunitions type:
Decrease in recoil by
muzzle brake:
Fitted to ships:

Gambo
20mm
900rps
1050-1150rps
12 r/hand grooves
--8-10mm
Belt
7000m
2000m
--Red/Green 20° to
Red/Green 160°
Manual
-15° to +60±
Manual
Nil
Gas and spring
Air

Rheinmetall
20mm
880-1030rps
1040-1280rps
15 r/ hand grooves
24 relief grooves
Up to 26mm
3-way belt feeder
7000m
--6300m
Red/Green 30° to
Red/Green 150°
Manual
-15° to +6°
Manual
Nil
Gas and spring
Air

Six

Five

420kgs
HEIT,APT
and TPT

--HEIT,APT,TPT
and BUS

--P21, P22 & P23
up until April ’08

25 %
P21, P22, P23, P31,
P41 and P42.
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——— RESULTS ———
Senior
Male
Winner
R/up
3rd Place

Category

Time
32:31
33:29
34:18

Cpl Pat Byrne (DFTC)
Pte Paul Buckley (KFOR)
Cpl Steven McKeigue (KFOR)

Female
Winner Pte Rosie Masterson (6 Inf Bn)
R/up
Pte Louise Nolan (12 Inf Bn)
3rd Place Cpl Mary Molloy (12 Inf Bn)

42:43
43.24
44.27

O/40
Male
Winner
R/up

Pte Tom Thompson (28 Inf Bn)
Pte John Blemien (KFOR)

37.52
38.51

Female
Winner

Pte Michelle Guilfoyle (LBH)

45.45

O/45
Male
Winner
R/up

Sgt John Murray (CSC)
Cpl Oliver O’Regan (1 Fd Eng Coy)

37.23
37.56

O/50
Male
Winner
R/up

Mr Dessie Shorten (OSI)
Sgt John Quinn (CSSC)

37.11
49.35

O/55
Male
Winner
R/-up

Mr Stephen Lynch (OSI)
Sgt Maj Patrick Curran (CSSC)

44.24
49.35

O/60
Male
Winner

Mr Michael Carroll (Retd)

45.39

2008 An Cosa

Sponsored by ANSAC Credit Union and Friends First

Team Winner
KFOR 1: Cpls Steven McKeigue, Peter Walsh,
Ptes Dave Quigley, Jason Broderick,
Peter Sherlock and Paul Buckley.
Block Winners
PDF
4 Inf Bn
RDF
34 Res Inf Bn

00:39:53
00:51:25

Winning Block
4 Inf Bn.
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Winning Team
KFOR1.
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10K
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Cosantóir 10k
s First

Winning Female
Pte Masterson

Winning Male
Cpl Byrne

Cadet School Block
leads the way.
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LOURDES
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The Civil Defence
Contingent with President
and Dr McAleese at this
year’s piigrimage.

Apart from their
functional role, Civil
Defence personnel
also take part in all
the parades and ceremonies, making the
most of their visit,
which Brian says is
very important as
well. “We are conscious that people
are paying their own
way and taking time
off work to travel
with the pilgrimage
so we need to be
aware that it is also
a holiday for a lot of
people, albeit one
spent in uniform.”

s a novice pilgrim I was aware that Civil Defence
contingents have a tradition of travelling to
Lourdes with the International Military
Pilgrimage (IMP) but it was only when I spoke to
Civil Defence officer Brian Gillen from Westmeath,
that I gained an understanding of the extent of their
contribution.
Brian told me that Civil Defence personnel have
been coming to Lourdes with the IMP for the past 15
years. Brian travelled with the first Civil Defence
contingent on the 1994 pilgrimage and hasn’t missed
a year since, this being his 15th visit.
For this 15th anniversary pilgrimage Civil Defence
brought over 145 personnel from all over Ireland to
Lourdes, with about 110 of these travelling in uniform. Normally the Civil Defence contingent numbers around 40 to 50 but with a big push to encourage new pilgrims this year and the attendance of
Cavan Civil Defence for the first time, with 48 members in uniform, there was more than three times the
usual figure. Brian is hopeful that the increased
attendance can be maintained in the future. “If you
can get new personnel to come and see what
Lourdes is all about, hopefully you will get them to
sign up for the next pilgrimage,” he told me.
Since they began travelling with the IMP Civil
Defence personnel have played, and continue to
play, a vital role in making the Irish pilgrims’ visit a
special one.
“Our role is simply to assist the Defence Forces
Chaplaincy in making the pilgrimage a success,”
Brian says. “In the past this has included organising
the church collections, looking after the wreath-laying ceremony at the town graveyard in Lourdes
where some Irish pilgrims buried. We have also
helped the military to marshal at the memorial in the

A

Over the years the Civil Defence has
taken an active part in the
International Military Pilgrimage.
Sgt David Nagle spoke to Civil
Defence officer Brian Gillen about
the organisation’s involvement...

town cemetery for the past number of years, as well
as helping the sick and infirm into the Mass at the
Grotto.”
This year, as President McAleese was attending,
the Civil Defence were busier than ever and assisted
in marshalling the area were the president viewed
the torch light procession.
Apart from their functional role, Civil Defence
personnel also take part in all the parades and ceremonies, making the most of their visit, which Brian
says is very important as well. “We are conscious
that people are paying their own way and taking time
off work to travel with the pilgrimage so we need to
be aware that it is also a holiday for a lot of people,
albeit one spent in uniform.”
Apart from the religious aspect of the pilgrimage,
Brian says the IMP provides a great opportunity for
personnel to have a bit of craic and meet other uniformed personnel from around the world.
Over the years Lourdes has also provided the
Civil Defence with an ideal training ground, giving
the organisation a chance to improve dress standards and foot drill as well as training personnel in
how to carry our marshalling operations in a different environment with different languages and still
get the job done in a professional and easygoing
manner.
While working in Lourdes, Civil Defence personnel have struck up a great relationship with local
officials and the hotel staff where they generally
stay. “The Mediterranee Hotel staff are very, very
helpful and we’ve stayed here every year bar one,”
Brian told me.
There has also been a practical benefit to the
Civil Defence’s participation in the IMP as over the
past two years the organisation has been looking at
improving their uniform and their issued dress is
now modelled on the French Civil Defence uniform.
In relation to the trading and swapping of kit,
Brian said Irish Civil Defence personnel would be
reluctant to trade what they are wearing, simply
because kit is so hard to get, although some personnel bring spare badges for trading. However, he does
remember an Irish soldier who had a flair for that
kind of trading. “He would arrive each year with a kit
bag full of mingy uniforms and a catalogue with
what he wanted and what he was willing to trade,”
Brian recalls. “He would go out in the evening as an
Irish gunner and return as an Italian general.” ■
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For a long time 2 Inf Bn has been the heart of
Defence Forces boxing, producing some great
fighters over the years, including Olympic gold
medal winner Sgt Michael Carruth (retd),
Olympian and European bronze medal winner Cpl
Philip Sutcliffe (retd), Olympian Noel Reid, CISM
medal winner Sgt Willie Egan, eight times Irish champion Pte Paul ‘Braveheart’ Thompson, and Irish internationals Pte Gary ‘Gorgeous’ Palmer, Cpl Andy
‘Wishy’ Brennan and Cpl Stephen ‘Trigger’ Kelly.
Not to be outdone by their colleagues south of the

Right:
Sgt Grey gives a few words of
inspiration.

T

Below:
Sgt Byrne lands a punch on
Cpl Cole.
Bottom right:
Fr Pat Mernagh congratulates
the captain of the 5 Inf Bn team
on their win.

This October boxing in 2 Eastern
Brigade received a welcome shot
in the arm when a very successful
tournament took place in
McKee Bks. Capt Graham Smaul
(27 Inf Bn) reports…

Far right:
Pte Graham Hogan, voted Best
Boxer of the Tournament.

Fit to Figh
Of the ten bouts, the
most notable for the
spectators in a
packed gym was the
third. Here they were
treated to some
excellent boxing
between our Olympic
Hero Kenneth Egan
and myself. In an
ironic twist, Kenny’s
brother Sgt Willie
Egan was in my
corner giving me
advise on how to
beat his brother!
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I/C DF Boxing:
Comdt Jim Hunt
Team Co-ordinator:
Capt Graham Smaul (27 Inf Bn)
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Lt Dan Ayiotis (27 Inf Bn)
Head Coach:
Pte Anthony Donnelly (27 Inf
Bn)
Coaches:
Pte Paul Thompson (2 LSB)
Cpl Andy Brennan (2 Inf Bn)
Team Physio:
Sgt Brendan Murray (27 Inf Bn)
Team Nutritionist:
Sgt Stephen Kelly (2 LSB)
Team Conditioning:
Sgt Colm Grey (5 Inf Bn)
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Liffey, the ‘Fighting 5th’ in McKee Bks decided to try
their hand at the noble art of boxing by holding a tournament of their own in their new gym on October 23rd.
The competition consisted of ten bouts (nine
novice and one exhibition). Each boxer drawn in the
red corner was assisted by Sgt Willie Egan (2 Inf Bn)
and Pte Paul Thompson (2 LSB), while the blue corner
boxers had the assistance of Sgt Brendan ‘Pokey’
Murray (27 Inf Bn and CISM coach) and Sgt Colm
Grey (5 Inf Bn).
The tournament was also graced by the participation of international and Irish Amateur Boxing
Association referee Mr Philip Rooney who ensured a
clean and sporting competition.
A great crowd turned up for the event and of the
ten bouts I think the most notable for the spectators
was the third in which they were got the chance to
see our Olympic hero Kenneth Egan and yours truly.
In an ironic twist Kenny’s brother, Sgt Willie Egan,
was in my corner giving me advice on how to beat his
brother!
Although giving a measured performance, Kenny
displayed many of the traits that lead some to rate
him as one of the best Irish boxers ever. He landed
clean crisp combinations on me with lightning speed
reflexes, alternating body and headshots in an awesome display of his boxing talent.
Though I fought my heart out, thanks to some
excellent coaching from one of Ireland’s top young
coaches, Pte Anto Donnelly (27 Inf Bn and Dealgan
Boxing Club, Dundalk), I was no match for Kenny.
The award for ‘best boxer of the day’ went to Pte
Graham Hogan (A Coy, 5 Inf Bn), coached by Cpl
Philip Sutcliffe (retd) who is now coaching in the
famous Crumlin Boxing Club. Graham displayed guts
and skill to overcome a determined and brave Pte
Chris McLouglin (also A Coy) who boxes for the
Holy Family Boxing Club in
Belfast.
Other notable displays by the 5 Inf
Bn boxers were
given by Lt John
‘Big Bang’ Moody
(B Coy), Capt Dave
‘Let’s-get-serious’
Foley (A Coy), Lt
Jamie ‘Senior’ Feely
(B Coy) and Cpl John
‘Sparks’ Maloney
(HQ Coy).
The
final

bout was an excellent contest in the Super
Heavyweight division, in which Cpl ‘Anto’ Cole (A
Coy) fought with great distinction to overcome the
fearsome and notorious Sgt Robbie Byrne (HQ Coy)
to earn a narrow, yet notable, points victory.
Great credit for the success of this tournament
must go to the organisers Sgt Colm Grey (5 Inf Bn)
and Cpl Mark Rooney (2 Fd Arty Regt) and to
Philsboro Boxing Club for the use of their boxing ring.
Plans are currently at an advance stage to run a
CISM boxing preparation school in September 2009.
Anyone interested in trying out should contact their
unit PTI or Bde BPEO. The school will provide an
opportunity to select and train Defence Forces boxers
for the upcoming CISM Games in a discipline in which
we have won most of our medals in the past.■
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Cdt Daire Roache brings up the
rear during his record-breaking
climb of Croagh Patrick.

In October, members of 84 Cadet
Class broke the
24-hour ascent
record on Croagh
Patrick, Co Mayo,
raising €2,000
for charity in the
process. Cadet
Daíre Roache
reports…
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n 2005 an article appeared in a Mayo newspaper that
an Irish mountaineer had just set a world record by
climbing Croagh Patrick seven times in under 24
hours. This story gripped me as I was familiar with
Croagh Patrick and could fully appreciate the enormous physical and mental effort that must have been
required. However, I was also convinced that the
record could be beaten.
After joining 84 Cadet Class in October 2007
I became good friends with Cadet Richard Griffiths,
from Athlone. We both share similar sporting interests and it wasn’t long before we agreed that eight
ascents in 24 hours must be possible. More importantly, we agreed that we were the men to do it. Upon
receiving the green light from the class officer, Comdt
Darragh O’Brien, and the Commandant of the Cadet
School, Lt Col Joseph Mulligan, we were good to go.
The event needed to be properly organised and we
immediately set to work. Numerous issues needed to
be addressed, from drafting climbing schedules to
raising money for The Mayo-Roscommon Hospice, our
chosen charity. We also needed a base for the day
itself, and we were very fortunate to secure a local
community centre at the base of the mountain as a HQ.
Cadet Griffiths and I also gathered together a support team of five other cadets. As with almost all
endurance events, an effective team structure was
going to be a vital component in our success. With
Cadets John Forde, Tim Cunningham, Emmet
Gallagher, Donncha Lenihan and Michael Barry
enthusiastically on board, the Cadet School team was
finally ready to mount its challenge.
The record attempt officially got underway at
1200hrs on Saturday October 18th 2008. With handshakes all round and to cries of ‘break a leg’ we started the clock, and commenced our first ascent. The
team made excellent progress on the first ascent, and
an even faster time was logged for the second. By the
end of the third climb we were still feeling strong, but
daylight and weather conditions were failing fast and

I

the most difficult climbs still lay ahead.
The fourth, fifth and sixth ascents were undertaken at night. Also weather conditions had rapidly deteriorated: storm-force winds lashed the southerly
slope of the mountain and sheets of rain could be
seen drifting across the narrow beams of our headlamps. At 0500hrs on Sunday morning wind speeds of
close to 100mph were pounding the summit and conditions could, at best, be described as unpleasant!
Nonetheless we persevered for our last two
ascents, and by 1135hrs we finally completed our
record-breaking eighth climb of the mountain. The
celebrations kicked off as the entire team touched the
famous statue of St Patrick at the foot of the mountain for the eighth and final time and the clock was
officially stopped at 23hrs 35mins.
It was an enormous relief to have finally completed
this most arduous task, as we had only enjoyed fleeting periods of rest and recovery in the previous 24
hours during which we had ascended a combined altitude of 6,200m and covered over 75km. The whole team
was delighted, and completely exhausted!
It had been an extraordinary 24 hours. There was
the euphoria of reaching the summit on the eighth and
final climb, as well as the grim lows of heading out
into the furious night weather at the beginning of the
fourth and fifth ascents.
In hindsight we all learned an enormous amount.
We discovered new levels of endurance and physical
resilience and not for the first time we witnessed the
importance of effective teamwork, mental focus and
unconditional co-operation. Cadet Griffiths and I may
have broken the record, but it took the collective effort
of seven cadets and a full support crew of family and
friends to make it happen. In addition €2,000 was
raised for the Mayo-Roscommon Hospice through
generous donations from many sources.
While no record is ever completely safe I think our
new 24-hour ascent record will prove to be an exceptionally difficult one to beat.■
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ong gone are the days when a small group discussion, referred too as a Critical Incident Stress
Debrief (CISD) was the only viable disaster mental
health intervention. As defined by Mitchell and
Everly (1996), Critical Incident Stress Management
(CISM) represents an integrated and multi-component
approach to the provision of crisis intervention and
disaster mental health.
The CISM formulation is more comprehensive in
scope than the historical applications of crisis intervention and is consistent with Caplan’s formulations
of preventive psychiatry.

L

CISD Set Up
W H O - Debrief personnel in groups of three to a maximum of 20. Where possible, retain functional organisation (crew, team, platoon and/or strangers, civilians
who were involved in the incident by chance). The
debrief will normally include only those directly
involved in the event, but may include:
• Higher command personnel, only if present at the event.
• Close unit members, who were absent by chance.
• No media or outsiders permitted.
WHAT - Debriefing teams should have a leader and
one assistant for every five participants.

S pe c i f ic a lly , C I S M em bodie s:
P r im a ry P rev e n t ion - the identification and mitigation of pathogenic stressors.
S econd a ry P rev e n t ion - the identification and mitigation of acute stress.
Te r t i a ry P rev e n t ion - follow-up mental health treatment and rehabilitation services.

W H E N - Conduct debriefs within the first week after
the incident, but this can take place weeks or months
later. Ensure all those involved have had enough rest
and are alert. Generally, debriefs can last one to two
hours, depending on the number involved and the complexity of the incident. An initial, shorter defusing
debrief may take place with a full CISD later, when the
The specific CISM goals are to reduce the duration situation allows.
of, the severity of, or the impairment from traumatic
W H E R E - Conduct debrief in an emotionally neutral
stress arising from crisis situations and to facilitate
place,
away from distraction and observation.
advanced follow-up mental health interventions when
necessary.
H OW - T he S ev e n P ha se s
The ultimate goal of CISM is the mitigation of
I n t roduc t ory P ha se : To Introduce CISD team, explain
acute, disabling psychological discord and the rapid
debrief process and set ground rules:
restoration of adaptive functioning in the wake of a
• No one should ‘EVER’ repeat anything said or feelcritical incident.
ings expressed outside of the group.
• Warn participants that the debrief does not override
A Commander’s Guide to Critical
their legal and moral responsibility to report criminal
Incident Stress Debrief
violations. O nly C ha pl a in s mu st not repor t such
P urpose: Review of debriefing teams on how they work
inc ide n t s, i f t old in t he con t ex t o f t he i r re ligiou s
with small units, soon after an traumatic incident to:
m ini st ry .
• Quickly restore, enhance unit cohesion and effective- • No notes or recordings will be taken.
ness
• Reduce short-term emotional and physical distress
• Prevent long-term distress and ‘burnout’
• Safeguard future effectiveness, happiness, unit and
family well-being
R equi rem e n t : Unit commanders should always lead
their teams in an After-Action Debriefing (AAD) after
any action. However, after an exceptionally distressing
incident, the unit and its higher headquarters should
co-ordinate a Defusing or a Critical Incident Stress
Debriefing (CISD).
A critical incident is a stressful event, which has
the potential to overwhelm an individual usual coping
mechanism, resulting in psychological distress and
impairment.
Examples of an critical incident, which may deserve
a CISD are:
• Death of a colleague (by combat, accident or suicide).
• Death or suffering of non-combatants (women and
children).
• Having to handle dead bodies or deal with horrible
sights and smells.
• Friendly fire incidents, especially if casualties are
sustained.
• Situation involving a serious error, injustice or atrocity.
Specially trained CISD teams may include mental
health professions, PSS staff, Chaplains, medical officers and medics, and officers and NCOs with CISM
training.
P e rspe c t iv e : A participant is a ‘normal person’ who
has survived an abnormal severe stressor.
Remember, CISD is NOT therapy or counselling. It is
basic and wise to take personal responsibility ensuring
‘preventive maintenance’ for the human mind, like cleaning and oiling a machine gun after using it in battle.
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In this article, Lt Col Oliver Barbour
(OiC PSS) outlines the procedures
currently in place to assist Defence
Forces personnel to cope with the
aftermath of a tramatic incident.
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ings are clarified, not ignored or left to fester.
Symptom Phase: To normalise personal physical stress
responses. The leader guides the transition back from
emotional to factual focus, legitimising participant’s
physical symptoms and behavioural reactions.
Participants are asked to describe how their bodies
reacted physically, before, during and since the event.
Each participant speaks only for themselves and not Common symptoms are gastrointestinal distress, urifor others.
nary frequency, loss of bowel and bladder control; loss
All participants are equal and should speak frankly of sexual arousal or interest; heart pounding, shortness
with proper courtesy, without fear of reprisal. Advise
of breath; muscle, back, neck, and headache; trembling;
all concerned that everyone, including leaders, should jumpiness and startle reactions. Also insomnia, bad
be ready to accept how others speak of their perform- dreams; intrusive memories; trouble concentrating and
ance and present their own viewpoint in turn.
remembering details, irritability.
Debriefs are ‘NOT’ an operational critique, but a
Participants are reassured to find other group memdiscussion to clarify what happened and help restore bers have the same symptoms and often can find some
full wellbeing.
humour in it.
Debriefs are about fact-finding, ‘NOT’ faultfinding.
Facts may include the team member’s unique and per- Te a ching P ha se: To reassure, by educating that the
sonal reactions. Units can derive operational ‘lessons feelings and stress symptoms are normal reactions to
abnormal conditions; they may last a while, but can be
learned’ later.
expected to resolve normally.
The CISD team is available after the debriefing.
The leader summarises the thoughts, feelings,
Fa c t P ha se : To reconstruct the event in detail and in
symptoms expressed by the group, re-emphasising
chronological order, viewed from all sides and perspec- normality, reducing feelings of uniqueness, weakness
tives. The team leader gets participants to start at the
or injury.
beginning, before the incident occurred and work up to
The CISD Team may teach more about the normal
its start. The first person involved is asked to tell how it stress process; instruct on grief process and anger
started - What his/her role was and what happened from management.
Note: Don’t predict or glamorise longtheir point of view. Other participants are drawn into the
term disability.
debrief as it reaches them. The leader would ask those
However, if stress should continue too long or recur
who do not come in on their own, if they would like to
at some time of future stress, you have personal
join in. If there are disagreements about what happened,
responsibility don’t just suffer; Find help and fix it!
the leader may try to elicit observations from others,
Advise to seek out suitable persons to talk it out with!
which could resolve the differences. The discussion may
R e - en t ry P ha se : To complete and close the debrief.
proceed to phases three and four before the incident
reconstruction is complete and agreed on.
The leader gives final invitation for comments and
makes a summary statement. The CISD team distribT hough t P ha se: To personalise the event and shift
utes contacts list that included; Debrief Team, PSS,
focus. The leader brings the group through a transition
Chaplains, Medical staff and Officers/NCOs in the
process from a factual to an emotional focus.
vicinity. Group may be helped to define group self-supParticipants are asked to share their thoughts. ‘What
port activities:
thoughts were in your mind as it started?’ ‘What
• Could write collectively to the family of the dead.
thoughts went through your mind when you saw,
• Could plan appropriate memorial ceremonies.
smelled, or did (whatever)? ‘What was your first
• Could move to institutionalise lessons learned.
thought when it was over and you came off `automatic’
It is important to have the CISD team available for
or ‘auto-pilot’?’
one-on-one debriefs with individual participants. They
can discuss issues too sensitive to share in the group.
R ea c t ion P ha se: To identify, ventilate feelings and
emotions raised by the incident. The leader emphasis- The team can seek out those who showed (or hid) the
signs of excessive stress in the group. Finally, the team
es that all emotional reactions deserve to be
says ‘Goodbye, good job and keep up the good work.’
expressed, respected and listened too.
Participants are encouraged to share reactions.
Follow-Up
‘Work it out, not tough it out?’ ‘What was the worst
Ensure all participants have follow-up options. Some
thing about the event?’ ‘How did you react when that
happened?’ ‘How are you feeling about that now?’ The groups may want or need a second session, when feasible, but do not encourage follow-ups just to fill CISD
CISD Team listens for common themes, feelings and
team’s need to be needed. It is important to say goodmisperceptions:
bye and leave. May need to do consolidated debriefs
• Feel angry with others for not helping.
• Blame themselves or others for things outside their with other groups (Sister or Higher units) who were
involved in the event.
control.
Do propose and plan for an end-of-tour debriefing
• Feel changed, different, worse than everyone else and
in future, not necessarily with the same CISD Team. It
cut off from others.
• Survivors feel guilty they didn’t do more or about real could involve a larger group, which would review all
positives and negatives during the tour and prepare
mistakes.
• The leader and group confirm the normality and com- personnel for return to peacetime and reunion with
families. Remember, the CISD team will also need an
monality of the feelings.
• Hearing that others had and have the same reactions after action stress debrief.
helps.
Acknowledgement
Judicious questioning about the facts restores perVolunteers and agencies conduct civilian CISD worldspective on responsibility and freedom of action
wide for UN personnel, police, fire, emergency medical
Process can help individuals reframe, the meaning
and disaster relief organisations. JT Mitchell PhD
The leader prevents scapegoating, personal verbal
developed the CISD format. For further information
abuse and assures that distress and misunderstandcontact OiC PSS at 01- 8042752.■
• No one leaves the debrief. But if they have to, they
should return as soon as possible.
• No one is required to speak, but all are encouraged
too. The CISD team should note those who keep
apart and check in on them later to see if they need
one-on-one debrief or other assistance
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pril 1988 marked the opening of a new chapter in
overseas service by Irish Army personnel when
five officers joined the newly established United
Nations Good Offices Mission in A fghanistan and
Pakistan (UNGOMAP). The Mission is composed of
fifty military officers divided equally betw een two stations, Isla mabad and Kabul. In addition, there are four
political officers and the usual Field Service administrative support. The mission is headed by Maj Gen
R auli Helminen (FINLAND) who bears the title
D eputy Repr esentative of the Secr etary - G eneral.

A

50 YEARS OF
PEACEKEEPING

Background
For many centuries the mountainous country of
A fghanistan, populated by fiercely warlike and independent-minded tribes, formed an effective barrier
betw een the Czarist (and later Soviet) Empire to the
north and the Mogul (later British) Empire in India.
Attempts by both these pow ers to encroach into
A fghanistan proved disastrous on several occasions.
In addition to their intense dislike for outsiders the
A fghans never really liked each other, with tribe fighting tribe, clan fighting clan and brother fighting brother. Warfare beca me the national pastime. In 1973 the
K ing, Mohammed Zakir, was overthrown by his cousin
and brother-in - law, Moha mmed Daud, who declar ed a
R epublic. Having survived several coup attempts he
was finally ousted in 1977 by the pro-Soviet,
Mohammed Taraki. How ever, Taraki ’s regime proved
most unpopular and armed revolt spr ead throughout
the country. Coup followed coup until Soviet forces
intervened in massive str ength in December 1979.
L earning nothing from history they tried to impose a
Communist style government on the A fghans. A bitter
civil war follow ed. Despite deploying over 100000 men
and all the modern military equipment at their’ disposal the soviets and the A fghan A rmy failed to subdue
the Resistance or Mujahideen. The reasons for this
failure are as follows:

This article was published in our
October 1988 issue and outlines the
establishment of a new mission in
Afghanistan and Pakistan. It deals
with how the UN tried to bring peace
to a region of the world, alas that is
still in turmoil and which Irish
soldiers continue serve, albeit with
the NATO-lead International Security
Assistance Force.

• The fighting attributes and spirit of the Mujahideen.
• The suitability of the A fghan terrain for guerilla
warfar e.
• The natural dislike of the A fghans for a strong central government.
• The disillusionment of the Soviet soldier.
• The huge support given to the Mujahideen, especially by the United States, the conservative Arab
countries and China.
With the coming of the Gorbachov era in the Soviet
Union good relations with the United States beca me
an important consideration.
But, arguably, the most important single factor in the
failure of the Red A rmy and their A fghan allies to overcome the Resistance was the latter ’s acquisition of the
Stinger anti - aircraft missile. No longer was Soviet control of the skies unchallenged. The Mujahideen, no
longer defenceless against the Mi-24 gunships, could
move around the countryside with gr eater fr eedom.
Soviet losses mounted. Opposition to the A fghan
involvement increased at home and was fr eely reported
in the recently unfettered Press, which was enjoying
the fruits of ‘Glasnost’. The Soviet leadership decided it
was time to re-appraise their A fghan policy.
The Geneva Accord
The Soviet intervention in Afghanistan in 1979 outraged not only the West but also the Third World. Year
after year condemnation follow ed in the General
A ssembly with the Soviet Union getting little support
outside the Eastern Bloc. Eventually peace talks
began in Geneva in 1982 betw een Pakistan and the US
on one side and Afghanistan and the USSR on the
other. The talks were held under the chairmanship of
S enor Diego Cordovez. Pakistan’s involvement ca me
about as it had become the home of millions of A fghan
r efugees from the fighting. In addition, it had become,
with the full support of the late President Zia, the distribution centre for almost all the arms and equipment
destined for the Mujahideen. Pakistani military officers also provided training and guidance.
Finally, after six years of bargaining, the Geneva
A ccord was signed on 14 April 1988. The signatories
were A fghanistan and Pakistan (the High Contracting
Parties) and the US and the Soviet Union (the
G uarantors).
In brief, the Accord contains seven provisions comprising of four Instruments, two Understandings and
one Memorandum.
Instruments
• A bi-lateral agr eement betw een A fghanistan and
Pakistan in non - in terven tion and non - in terference in each other internal affairs.
• A bi-lateral agr eement betw een A fghanistan and
Pakistan on a voluntary return of the refugees.
• A declaration on withdrawal of for eign (i.e. Soviets )
troops according to an agreed time - scale.
• A declaration on international guarantees signed
by the USSR and the US.

UNGOMAP
A NEW VENTURE FOR PEACE
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Understandings
S ymmetry wher eby the two guarantors undertook to
restrict the level of supply of war material to their
respective clients to the level of the other side.

Note: This parti cular ‘Understa nding’, called in the jar gon POSITIVE SYMMETRY, followed the di scontinue
t he supply of arms (NEGATIVE SYMMETRY). The
U ndersta nding was contained in an exchange of letters
whi ch have nev er been published. Indeed the Soviet
U nion ref uses to comment on their existence.
An Understanding by the United Nations in
their person of the Repr esentative of the
S ecr etary-General (Senor Cordovez) to attempt
to create a viable government in A fghanistan
which would be acceptable to all parties.
Memorandum
The establishment of a Mission in A fghanistan
and Pakistan, which would monitor the implementation of the Accord on the ground. This Mission
was subsequently called UNGOMAP.
UNGOMAP Mission
The Mission given to UNGOMAP by the Secr etaryGeneral was as follows:
• To ascertain any violation of the non in terven tion and non - in terference
Instrument.
• To confirm the withdrawal of Soviet troops from
Afghanistan within the agreed timeframe,
i.e. 50% by 15 August and the remainder before
15 February 1989.
• To assist in the voluntary return of the refugees.
It should be noted here that the Resistance wer e
not a party to the Geneva A ccord and have refused
since to recognise it. They regard it as an attempt to
thwart their struggle to establish an Isla mic State in
A fghanistan. UNGOMAP, ther efore, was immediately faced with the prospect of carrying out their mission in an ar ea where a vicious civil war was still in
progr ess and where one of the protagonists refused
to give guarantees of safety.
Setting Up of UNGOMAP
The first elements of UNGOMAP arrived in the
Pakistani capital, Isla mabad, on 25 April 88. They
included the Deputy Repr esentative with his political
advisers, an advance party of military observers
(UNMOs) drawn from UNTSO and some Field Service
Personnel. A temporary HQ was established. Before
long the remainder of the UNMOs had arrived. In all,
fourteen had come from UNTSO while the remaining
thirty-six ca me dir ectly from their home-countries.
Contributing countries were Austria (5), Canada (5),
Denmark (4), Fiji (4), Finland (5), Ghana (6), Ireland
(5), Nepal (6), Poland (4) and Sweden (6). A station
was opened in Kabul, occupying pr emises supplied by
the Afghan Government. By D-Day, 15 May,
UNGOMAP was ready to commence its mission.

MAP
By LT COL PJ McHALE

Operations
Both stations adopted the usual UN military structure
with an Officer-in-Charge and thr ee staff cells,
Operations, Liaison/Military Information and Administration. The remaining personnel were divided into
tea ms of thr ee UNMOs. Establishing such an organisation from scratch was facilitated by the fact that with a
lone ex ception all officers had previous UN experience.
O perations in the two stations differ completely. In
I slamabad allegations of interfer ence or intervention
by one party against the other are investigated by one

of the tea ms. These allegations, which are never-ending, generally concern the illegal passage of personnel, arms and equipment across the border, the pr esence of training ca mps near the border, hostile
shelling, bombings, overflights etc. The investigation
tea ms usually spends five or six days covering several complaints in the ar ea. For the duration of the trip
they are under the protection of the Pakistani A rmy
Frontier Force. These escorts are essential if inconvenient. The border area betw een Pakistan and
A fghanistan is tribal and law and order in the normal
sense does not exist. Crimes committed, and ther e
are many, do not come under the jurisdiction of the
Federal or State Governments but are dealt with in
most cases by the tribal elders. Interfer ence from
outsiders is not tolerated. Furthermore, these tribesmen are generally pro - M ujahideen and, as such, anti UN in so far as they are aware of its existence.
Accommodation and rations for the Team members are provided in Pakistani military posts.
Hospitality is lavish, if temperate, as befits a strict
Muslim society. Soviet officials complain bitterly of
the continued supply through Pakistan of war material for the Mujahideen in contravention of the Geneva
A ccord. The US respond by stating that under the
POSITIVE SYMMETRY Understanding they are entitled to maintain supplies as long as the USSR supports the Afghan A rmy. This appar ent contradiction
has yet to be satisfactorily explained.
Kabul station has a differ ent role. Their task, apart
from conducting city patrols, is to monitor the withdrawal of Soviet forces from A fghanistan. On the
signing of the Geneva A ccord the US estimated
Soviet str ength as 115,000 spr ead throughout the
country. Fifty per cent of these forces were to be
withdrawn before 15 August and the remainder by 15
February 89. UNGOMAP established a number of
Observation Posts at the major crossing points on
the Amu Darya (Oxus River) which marks the border
betw een the Soviet Union and A fghanistan. In addition, UNMOs was located in the main Soviet airbases. In this way UNGOMAP were able to report to the
Secr etary-General that as on 15 August the withdrawal was on schedule.
Life for the UNMO is not easy in Kabul. Most of the
embassies are reduced to a minimum staff, limiting the
possibilities for social contact. Offices and living quarters are located in a compound which, after several
months becomes claustrophobic. Due to incr eased
Mujahideen activity, movement outside the city is inadvisable and within the city a curfew is imposed at 2200
hours daily. Shelling of the capital has intensified with
the airport being the chief target. The only for eign airlines using Kabul A irport which also serves as a
Soviet airbase, is A eroflot and Air India.
The Future
On the signing of the Geneva Accord most Western
analysts pr edicted that the government of Dr.
Najibul I ahwould not long survive the withdrawal of
his Soviet allies. This view was supported recently by
a former commander of the Soviet forces in
A fghanistan. How ever, over the past few months the
expected string of Mujahideen military successes
has failed to materialize. The A fghan A rmy has
proven to be a more formidable force than expected.
With few ex ceptions they have held on to all the
major cities and at the moment look far from being
an army on the run.
The reason for the failure of the Mujahideen ar e
two - fold. Firstly, true to their history, they have failed
to wield their several units into a cohesive force
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under an effective central command. Theor etically,
they are controlled and co-ordinated by the Isla mic
Unity of A fghan Mujahideen (IUAM) - a loose amalgamation of seven differ ent political parties opposed to
the central government. This alliance was formed
under intense A merican and Pakistani pr essure in
1985. Those who run the A merican support operation
in conjunction with the Pakistani Army were disma yed
at the in-fighting which was taking place betw een the
various Resistance factions. The IUAM is based in the
city of Peshawar at the foot of the Khyber Pass. This
body, how ever, is deeply divided betw een the fundamental parties favoured by the Pakistan, and the moderates. Not usually, these ‘political’ leaders ar e
despised by the Mujahideen military commanders in
the field who accuse them of corruption in that they
sell the weapons they receive rather than sending
them into A fghanistan. These deep divisions and jealousies within the ranks of the Resistance preclude a
co-ordinated strategy.
A second reason for
the lack of major
Mujahideen success is
their dislike for formal
military training. While
their personal bravery
and skill with a rifle is
unquestionable they
are disinclined to undergo the more formal military instruction which
the modern weapons at
their disposal requir es.
And, of course, the vast
majority of them are illiterate. In the overall
analysis the outcome of
the war could depend on the amount of Soviet aid, in
the form of weapons and advisers, which the USSR
decides to give to the A fghan Army after the final
withdrawal on 15 February. On the other hand, if the
R esistance does achieve a final victory and set up an
I slamic Government in Kabul, it is difficult to avoid the
conclusion that, even then, peace will not be at hand.
Moderate will fight extr emist, Shiite will fight Sunni,
Royalist will fight Republican and Communist will fight
C apitalist.

villages” located in the North West Frontier Province
and Baluchistan. The remainder have drifted into the
country’s main urban centr es of Isla mabad, Karachi
and Lahore. Seventy per cent of the refugees are from
an agricultural background but Pakistani law pr events
them from owning and cultivating land. Very few have
skills and this, combined with a low literacy rate,
means they can obtain only the low est paid jobs, if
any. The majority of the refugee population is dependent on regular relief provided by the government of
Pakistan and other donor governments.
The United Nations High Commission for
R efugees (UNHCR) has been assisting the government of Pakistan since 1979 in its efforts towards the
care and maintenance of these refugees. With the
head office in Isla mabad there are substations in
Peshawar, Quetta, Karachi and Lahore. By the end of
this year approx US 6 5 0 million will have been spent.
D espite the signing of the Geneva Accord no mass
and rapid return of refugees appears imminent. The
continuation of the civil war and the weakness of the
central government are the other problems. Irrigation
works destroyed by bombs and shelling will have to be
repair ed. Fields which had lain fallow for years will
require months of preparation before the crops can be
sown. Mines will have to be lifted. Towards this end it
is reported that tea ms from UK, US, France and
S w eden have undertaken to train selected refugees in
mine detection and clearing. As a result of these
problems no major movement of refugees can be
expected before the Spring of 1989. Meanwhile the
S ecr etary - G eneral has appointed Prince Sadruddin
Agha Khan as co-ordinator for the re-settlement programme. A past High Commissioner, he has succeeded in extracting guarantees of millions of dollars from
a sympathetic world.
Conclusion
The signing of the Geneva Accord has renew ed the
credibility of the UN. Since then peace has been fashionable. A ceasefire has taken place in the Gulf. The
South Africans have withdrawn from Angola with the
Cubans undertaking to do likewise. The conflicts in
the Sahara, Namibia and Kampuchea have appar ently
run their course and solutions appear to be imminent.
Perhaps, after all, the future is not so bleak.■

Foo tno te
Under the heading “A rms Prices Rise as A fghan War
The Refugee Problem
Intensified” the Pakistani daily “The Frontier Post “ gives
As in all wars, the A fghan Civilians have not escaped an update on the thriving arms industry in the border ar eas
unscathed. Ten years of war have had a devastating
of the North-West Frontier Province.
effect. The systematic destruction of the agriculture
C hinese K alashnikov
20,000 Rupees
on which 85 per cent of the population of about 12 milRussian Kalashnikov
25,000 Rupees
Locally made Kalashnikov
10,000 Rupees
lion depended, by Soviet - A fghan Forces has underKalashnikov Magazine (10rds)
20 Rupees
mined the capacity of the country to feed itself. One
Russian Rocket Launcher
40,000 Rupees
million A fghans are estimated to have lost their lives
C hinese Rocket Launcher
35,000 Rupees
as a result of the war. Thr ee million people fled to
Rockets (origin unspecified)
500 Rupees
Pakistan as refugees, a further million to Iran and up
A merican Missiles (Type unspecified)
1,700 Rupees
to two million abandoned their villages for some
C hinese Missiles (Type unspecified )
1,500 Rupees
secure ar eas within the country. The causes of flight
Russian Missiles (Type unspecified)
2,000 Rupees
are numerous but most often they are the result of
Russian Bombs (Type unspecified)
3,000-6,000 Rupees
reprisals from one side against those supporting the
A merican Bombs (Type unspecified) 2,000-4,000 Rupees
‘ other. These reprisals extend from bombardment and
C hinese Bombs (Type unspecified)
3,000-5,000 Rupees
Time Bombs
2,500 Rupees
shelling of villages to the indiscriminate sewing of
G r enades
2,000 Rupees
anti - personnel mines. It is estimated that there ar e
O ther prices on application.
five million mines laid throughout the country.
(£1 = 25 Rupees ) .
Conscription of villagers by the A fghan Army is anoth-

er factor as are the intercine conflicts among the rival
r eligious and ethnic factions exacerbated by the proliferation of arms. (See footnote).
The majority of the refugees in Pakistan have been
settled by the government in more than 300 “refugees

To date UNGOMAPs role in the repatriation of the refugees
has not been clarified. It is likely, how ever, that it will be
used in a support role to UNHCR, who have prime responsibility in what will be the biggest movement of refugees
since World War II.
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Following a South
Ossetia crisis in
August 2004 Georgia
chose to use force in
dealing with local
hostilities. During the
crisis 16 Georgians
and dozens of
Ossetians and
Russian volunteers
were killed. Russia
responded to
Georgia’s actions by
suspending talks
between the two
countries and
stopped issuing visas
to Georgians.

Georgia’s President Mikheil
Saakashvili.
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ollowing the peaceful Rose Revolution in 2003 the
future did indeed look ‘Rosy’ for relations between
both countries. Newly elected Georgian president
Mikheil Saakashvili made friendlier relations with
Russia a priority and unlike his predecessor Eduard
Shevardnadze acknowledged the existence of Chechen
fighters in Georgian territory and vowed to help fight
them. Russia warmed to this. Also, Saakashvili’s plea
to impede the spread of Islamic fundamentalism naturally appealed to another major international actor, one
that was to become Georgia’s patron in the west, USA.
Russian-Georgian economic links were strengthened. Russia assisted the restructure of Georgia’s debt
and provided both subsidised energy and increased
investment in Georgia.
Meanwhile Georgia was trying to solve a separatist
crisis in the Adjara region, a region of critical economic importance due to its control over the Black Sea port
of Batumi. Russian intervention prevented Georgian
humiliation by removing the separatist leader Aslan
Abashidze and allowing Georgia exercise face saving
sovereignty over the Adjara region.
This gesture at the time could have been seen as a
possible starting point to the solution of Georgia’s two
remaining separatist entities - sadly it was not to be.
Throughout this period Russia and Georgia quarrelled
over the issue of the remaining Russian military bases
in Georgia. Georgia pushed for immediate withdrawal
of troops, while Russia made no haste. Over time, a
series of events and incidents would erode any good
will between north and south.
On April 2004 Mikheil Saakashvili, proclaimed
Georgia’s desire to join the European Union while at
the same time the Georgian – NATO courtship continued. Furthermore the Baku – Ceyhan pipeline (an ini-

F

Ivan Petrovich Pavlov, was a Russian
psychologist and the founding father
in experimentation of conditioning
and association in the 1980s. Had
Pavlov’s experiments involved poking
a dog with a stick rather than feeding
it and ringing a bell, it could have
provided Georgia with greater insight
into the repercussions of its August
2008 actions.
It now looks like Georgia is further
than ever from realising its electionmanifested goals of the reintegration
of South Ossetia and Abkhazia, and
also NATO and EU accession. The following article aims to give the reader
an insight into the demise of relations
between Russia and Georgia from 2003
until the Russian-Georgia battle for
South Ossetia in August 2008.
Comdt Robert McDonald reports…
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tiative to channel fuel from Azerbaijan to Turkey via
Georgia, bypassing Russia) proceeded apace. Russia
could quickly see that Georgia was looking to the west
and certainly not interested in future Russian influence
in the region.
Following a South Ossetia crisis in August 2004
Georgia chose to use force in dealing with local hostilities. During the crisis 16 Georgians and dozens of
Ossetians and Russian volunteers were killed. Russia
responded to Georgia’s actions by suspending talks
between the two countries and stopped issuing visas
to Georgians.
In 2006 Russia announced that it also had the right
to use preventative military strikes into Georgian territory against potential terrorists and threats. Georgia
accused Russia of double standards by opposing separatists on Russian soil, yet supporting separatists on
Georgian soil. The language “double standards” took
on a different meaning when Russia doubled the price
of its gas to Georgia through the winter. On one occasion a mysterious pipeline explosion cut-off gas delivery to Georgia and subsequent delays in its repairs led
Georgia to claim sabotage by Russia.
Georgia then issued a parliamentary resolution to
the effect that Russian peacekeepers were no longer
welcome in South Ossetia and Abkhazia. Russia’s
response was to once more stop issuing visas to
Georgians and banned imports on all Georgian produce for ‘health’ reasons. By July 2006 Russia closed
its only land border crossing with Georgia, at Larsi1.
In September 2006 - Georgia arrested four Russian
intelligence officers for alleged spying. International
pressure on Georgia resulted in the release of the officers however Russia was not to be forgiving. The troop
pullout was suspended, all transport and postal links
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The phrase Pavlov’s
Dog is often used to
describe someone
who merely reacts
to a situation rather
than use critical
thinking. One would
not need to be an
avid student of
Pavlov’s work to
understand that you
should not poke a
big dog with a small
stick In the Service
of Peace.
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were shut down, and many Georgians in Russia were
rounded up and deported.
In April 2007 Georgia sued Russia at the European
Court of human Rights over the deportations of
Georgians from Russia. The year to follow was to be
filled with accusations and counter accusations of air
space violations and troop build-ups. The appearance
of an unexploded missile 65 km north of Tbilisi led to
Georgian accusations of Russian aggression. Georgia
claimed the missile was fired by one of two Russian
fighter jets that violated Georgian airspace.
Investigators from NATO countries determined that a
jet entered Georgian airspace from Russia. Moscow
rejected this claim and accused Georgia of staging a
false incident to provoke tensions.
Following Georgia’s 2008 elections another opportunity for harmonious relationships could have materialised, when a weakened Saakashvili claimed to want
to start with a clean state in terms of improving relations with Russia. Unfortunately any trend toward harmony received a hammer blow when Russia lifted its
sanctions on Abkhazia in response to the Kosovo declaration of Independence.
In March, the separate authorities in Abkhazia and
South Ossetia called on the UN and other international bodies to recognise their independence. However
no country granted their recognition2.
Meanwhile airspace violations accusations continued and in April a Georgian unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV) was shot down in Georgian airspace. Georgia
blamed the downing on a Russian Mig-29, Russia
blamed the strike on Abkhaz rebels.
The summer of 2008 continued with an increase in
the number of shooting and bombing incidents in
South Ossetia. Both Russian and Georgian force

numbers in the region increased, with both sides
claiming increases due only to ‘exercise’ activities.
Meanwhile talks aimed at conflict resolution to date
had produced little results.
On August 8th 2008 Mikheil Saakashvili ordered his
troops to advance into and capture Tskhinvali, the capital of South Ossetia. One week later with reports of
170 Georgian soldiers dead, hundreds of civilians killed
and almost 160,000 civilians displaced a humiliated and
defeated Mikheil Saakashvili who, as a result, was
forced to sign a EU-brokered peace plan. Did
Saakashvili really believe that assistance, other than
calls for restraint, would come from the west?
Georgia’s patron in the west needs Russian cooperation on more urgent issues like North Korea, while
other western alliance members such as Germany
would hardly be anxious for a confrontation with its
major energy supplier.
The phrase Pavlov’s Dog is often used to describe
someone who merely reacts to a situation rather than
use critical thinking. One would not need to be an avid
student of Pavlov’s work to understand that you should
not poke a big dog with a small stick.■

GEORGIA
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NOTES:
1 There are three ways to enter into Georgia from Russia,
through either of the two separatist areas or through the
only Russian border overland crossing at Larsi. In July 2006
Russia closed its border crossing at Larsi for ‘construction’.
(In 2008 on the author’s last visit to Larsi pre the South
Ossetia hostilities, the border remained closed for ‘construction’.)
2 Russia argues that international recognition of an independent Kosovo challenges the UN’s authority and risks aggravating tensions in Georgia’s separatists regions. Many countries
now recognise Kosovo, while Russia backed Serbia’s claim
that Kosovo should remain part of Serbia.
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Nine Lives

David’s ability to recount the names of hundreds of
people he came in contact with throughout his career
is impressive and a testament to the high esteem in
Author: David Courtney
which he holds them.
Published by: Mercier Press
Dave’s book touches on the real lives and raw
ISBN: 9781856356022
emotions of personnel working in SAR and the diffiPrice: €16.99
culties emotionally of dealing with an unsuccessful
Review by Sgt Rena Kennedy.
mission, or worse again, survivor’s guilt.
His description of Ireland’s coastline and physical
In his book N ine L iv e s, Capt David Courtney (retd)
gives a comprehensive account of life as a pilot, flying geography features paint a vivid picture of our island
search-and-rescue (SAR) missions with both the Air and evokes a sense of appreciation for its natural
beauty, particularly where it has been battered,
Corps and civil SAR. David joined the Defence
Forces as a cadet in 1980 and describes his posting to bruised and shaped over time by unrelenting Atlantic
waves.
the Air Corps after commissioning as his “golden
Nine Lives is a perfect introduction to the people
ticket for Willy Wonka’s Chocolate Factory” - in other
who work in SAR and such is the realism that Dave
words he had fulfilled his childhood dream.
brings to his stories at times I thought I was a memDavid begins his book recounting his childhood
days in Tullamore. Hailing from a small County Offaly ber of his crew myself!
town myself, I recognise a lot of the place names,
schools and people David speaks about.
His cadet training and subsequent training in the
Flight School, Baldonnel, will remind many readers of
their own experiences, be it in cadet or recruit training, as he recalls the defining moments of his career.

People who say
they sleep like a
baby, usually don’t
have one

‘Go Mairidis Beo’
(That others
may live)
Air Corps SAR motto.

Each chapter in N ine L iv e s begins with a
quote that gives a foretaste of the adventurous and sometimes dangerous missions to
follow.
David describes in extensive detail many
of the missions he flew, such as the rescue
of climbers in Magillycuddy’s Reeks; the
search for survivors 200 miles NW of
Donegal after a ship sinking; the medevac
of a casualty from a fishing vessel 200
miles SW of Shannon; the transportation
of specialist crews, such as EOD, where
time is of the essence; and various training exercises he took part in across the
country. He also recounts the generosity
of communities the length and breadth of
the coastline who assist in all hours of
the day or night in the event of an emergency at sea, hailing them an “invisible
army of volunteers”.

‘Greater love
hath no man
than this, that
a man lay
down his life
for his
friends’
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The Military
Postal History
of Ireland

the military postal system was a vital link for the
troops in isolated Irish posts to keep in touch with
their families back home.
The book also illustrates the popular and cheaper
picture postcards, which British troops sent home.
These postcards would depict life in barracks and
featured troops at work in their military surroundings.
Author: Heinz-Jurgen Kumpf
The author also gives a section to the postal servPublished by: FAI
ice
provided to the prisoners of war interned in the
Price: €48.00 plus postage
Curragh Camp during WWI and WWII. The prisoner’s
Review by Sgt David Nagle.
letter, were all vetted by Irish, British and German
In his book entitled T he M ili t a ry Po st a l H ist ory o f censors.
Of particular interest to most Irish soldiers is the
Ire l a nd, Heinz-Jurgen Kumpf takes an indepth look at
section on the postal service to our own troops servthe numerous postmarks used by military barracks,
ing overseas. Before the advent of the mobile phone,
posts and installations throughout Ireland over the
email and internet, the aérogramme (air letter) was
past 200 years. To appreciate this book, the reader
the mainstay for keeping in touch with loved ones
must detach himself from the present day, with our
back home. The author noted that in 1990, the equivainstant text messaging, email and telephone and put
himself back to a time when the best and most reliable lent weight of 14,000 bags of sugar in post was sent to
means of communications was the posted letter. Still Irish troops serving with UNIFIL in Lebanon.
today, the posted letter is the most preferred and more
times, the most secure method to
post military orders and personal
messages.
As described in the book, the
postmark printed on the envelope
was in essence a method by
either the originator of
the letter or by the
registry/post
office

Heinz
begins his
research
back in
1797 when
Ireland
was in the
grips of
rebellion
and the
threat of
a French
invasion,
with a
letter
posted by
a British
soldier
from
Dublin to
London.

handling the letter
to let those who received
the letter know who sent it and
the date it was handled. Apart from
looking at postmarks, the author also outlines the various unit stamps used on
military correspondence to denote
their identity.
Heinz begins his research back in
1797 when Ireland was in the grips of
rebellion and the threat of a French
invasion, with a letter posted by a
British soldier from Dublin to
London. From there, he brings the
reader on a tour of the development
of the military postal system in
Ireland, through the 19th and 20th
centuries, right up to the present day.
Where possible he gives relevant
background information to the origins
of the postmark and the units they
belonged to.
Apart from its use by military commanders in passing orders to their
troops scattered throughout Ireland,
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Though some might see this book purely for
stamp collectors, military historians and
researchers, it is a fascinating read, with many gems
of sometimes, overlooked fragments of our past that
would appeal to most Irish soldiers today. The author,
Heinz-Jurgen Kumpf has certainly put down a benchmark for future study of this aspect of our military history. To obtain a copy of the book, you can contact the
author at: heinz-jurgen.kumpf@mtu.de■
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Right:
Map of The Somme,
1916.
Bottom:
Battle of Messines Ridge
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‘For in far foreign fields
from Dunkirk to Belgrade,
Lie the soldiers and chiefs
of the Irish Brigade’
hese lines by Thomas Davis inspired the title for
the Soldiers & Chiefs exhibition at the National
Museum in Collins Barracks, Dublin. The exhibition subtitled The Irish at War at Home and
Abroad since 1550, is the largest undertaken to date
by the National Museum and has three themes: soldiering in Ireland, soldiering abroad, and soldiering in
the 20th Century. These three themes trace the military history of Ireland over the last 450 years and
illustrate some of the significant episodes of that history, including the Flight of the Earls, the Wild Geese,
the Battle of Fontenoy and the Irish participation on
both sides in the American Civil War.
The section dealing with soldiering in the 20th
century incorporates the turbulent early years of the
century. In the gallery covering this period the story
of the many Irish soldiers who fought for the British
Army in World War One is told alongside that of the
founding of the Irish Volunteers in 1913, the Easter
Rising and the War of Independence.
The displays provide a moving tribute and are a
reminder that the Irishmen, soldiers and volunteers
depicted here, fought and died for the cause they
believed in, even though their loyalties at that time
were at odds with each other.
The exhibition shows the emergence of the three
Irish divisions, the 10th (mainly consisting of regular
soldiers and reservists of the Irish regiments from
both North and South), the 16th (drawn predominantly from southern Irish Catholic members of John
Redmond’s National Volunteers), and the 36th (mainly consisting of Protestant men from the Ulster
Volunteer Force, founded in 1913 by Sir Edward
Carson to resist the introduction of Home Rule).
The exhibition follows the heroic course of these
divisions: the 10th in Gallipoli, the others on the
Western Front. The Battle for Messines Ridge, where
the 16th and the 36th Divisions fought side by side, is
also included.
Eighty-one years later the Island of Ireland Peace

T
This month, in
our continuing
series in which
visitors to the
National
Museum, Collins
Barracks, talk
about their
favourite aspect
of the Museum’s
Soldiers & Chiefs
exhibition, Col
Bernie Howard
(retd) talks
about Irish
soldiers in the
British Army
during World
War One…

Park was built at Messines to honour all those Irishmen
who fought and died in the war. President McAleese in
the presence of Queen Elizabeth II of England and King
Albert of Belgium opened the Park. This gesture began
the gradual awakening from the ‘amnesia’ that had long
attended this period of our history.
This exhibition, together with the annual National
Day of Commemoration, the 90th commemoration of
the Battle of the Somme in November 2006, and the
annual Remembrance Day ceremony at Island Bridge,
shows that as a nation we can recognise and respect
the divided loyalties of a different era.
Seán Lemass, Taoiseach and veteran of the 1916
Rising, speaking over 40 years ago on this subject
said: “In later years it was common - and I was guilty
in this respect - to question the motive of those who
joined the new British armies at the outbreak of the
war, but it must, in their honour, and in fairness to
their memory, be said, that they were motivated by
the highest purpose.”
By the end of the war over 200,000 men from the
island of Ireland had volunteered to fight and 50,000
would be killed or die from their injuries.■
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C l a ri f i c a t i on
A Chara
Your article ‘At Tiri Remembered 6-13 April 1980’ in the October 2008 edition
(Volume 68 No 8) refers.
Apart from some editing issues eg changing D+1 (2 etc) to the named day eg
Monday (Tuesday) and the insertion of some additional data in the paragraph
commencing ‘Friday the 11 April began...’ the article is exactly as I submitted in
1981 to An Cosantóir.
I am delighted to see the article in print again but would appreciate credit for
the article.
Many thanks
Regards
Noel Byrne (Lt Col Retd)
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